the circumstance

DEVIL
This song came to me in a flash, a vision
while sitting in my car outside a gig. I had
the image of a devil, rising up through the
dirt, and just standing there, watching, taking
particular note of what you do in times of
strife. If you chose to do the wrong thing, the
devil would slowly begin to reach out toward
you to grab a hold; if you did the right thing,
then you would begin to slip through his
fingers ... the devil in this case representing
the choices we make in trouble times. I
believe that we, each and every one, always
know the right thing to do, regardless of the
circumstance .. we know. But we don’t
always do it ..there are many reasons to do
the wrong thing - love, greed, jealousy,
anger, sometimes simply because it is easier.
Each time you choose to do the wrong thing
the devil gets a firmer hold, and if you do the
wrong thing too often, you are eventually
pulled under. Choose to do the right thing,
however, and the devil’s grasp weakens,
eventually letting go, and if you continue to
do the right thing, you gradually rise up, up
until you are completely beyond his grasp.
Metaphorically speaking, of course.
I walked into the gig, sat down and played
the song... good fun.
I might have had a little too much fun with
the production, but I couldn’t get out of my
head the idea of a whole bunch of folks
singing this song in Oktoberfest fashion, but
being a rocker with some time on the big
stage under my belt, I had to take the next
step, so in the middle, I wanted to transport
myself, and thus you, to an alternate world of
the arena style hoopla that I once knew, not
likely to ever know again.
A meeting of fantasy and reality ...
NO SECRET
For about 2 years during this project, I was
going down to my local bistro every Sunday
night and taking part in the open mic with
my dear friends L & J - L the host and J was
the owner. I would go in late, after all the
open mic’ers had their turn, and the three of
us, along with any other willing participants,
would hold court until closing. It was great
fun. As a rule, before and some time during,
I would retire outside, sit on a bench in peace
& solitude amidst the lovely courtyard, have
a smoke and think. I wrote a lot of songs
sitting on this bench - occasionally running
back inside to sing them. This melodic
profession came wafting on a cold autumn
breeze off the lake one of these Sunday
nights, echoing off me and redirected up the
hill towards a specific target, and I believed
that if I could make it persist, it would do its
work and achieve the goal for which it was
intended. Interspersed with the sometimes
painful truth only intimacy can reveal, I had
found a voice for my aim, a conduit through
which I could channel that energy . . . I truly
believed . . and if you truly believe, it will
happen ... and it did.

ANOTHER PLACE TO START
Some sentiments are simple, some
cynicisms confirm the obvious. No matter
where you go, no matter what you leave
behind, now always holds the potential for a
new beginning. This song was inspired by an
electrical storm that fried my computer...
the only time that’s ever happened to me.
LOST
Music has always been my protector ..
with it I can sit in any environment, and go
unscathed. Walking into any gig, those
preceding moments as I make my way to the
chair, I have no idea what I am going to play,
and yet imbued without an inkling of
uncertainty. It’s been a goal of mine since the
beginning to explore the art of instant
manifestation - you think it - you play it.
This is a large part of why I hate the idea of
fixing a song in permanent form. The
difference between a team of wild horses
and the merry-go-round.
Lost in familiar territory.
This is perhaps the most confident song I
have ever written.
ALREADY YOURS
I am intrigued at the idea of playing a hand
of poker without ever looking at your cards,
simply betting on the reaction of the other
players as they play theirs, and winning. In
this instance, you have already won before
the cards have even been dealt. When you
live in the moment, there is an axiom that
each good moment begets the next. You can
string together enough good moments to
yield a perfect life. While I was born into
fortunate circumstance, I have witnessed
those who have managed to overcome
circumstances of such adversity that I have to
believe they were in some form possessive of
this indelible truth. A single moment is
eminently confrontable, and easily
manipulated; as long as you believe this as
purely as you live, breathe and know the sun
will rise in the morning, you have the
potential for a perfect life. I believe we are,
each of us, born with the game already won. .
It is by our own choice to live elsewise than
in the moment that we subject ourselves to
the ill winds of fate.
PERFECT WORLD
Written at the height of my embracement of
the folk music world, a classic coffeehouse
singalong, a reflection of my own perception
that I had found the perfect life for me. In
recording I followed my ears and what I
heard was a slightly more dramatic reading,
theatrical in it’s pace and imagery. If you
want to imagine it, the chorus is very
kom-by-ya-ish .. I simply didn’t want to
leave it there, but the few times I sang it in
that fashion to the church basement folkies,
they loved it.
CAISSON
Written as a sound check groove to test out
the guitar tone and volume in a crowded bar.
A simple walking pattern that when played

relaxed, turned a few heads and didn’t offend
anybody. I rocked it up because it was a fun
challenge, and ultimately the way the song
sounded in my head, even when I played it
otherwise.
PERFECTLY FLAWED
At the time of this song’s composition, I
was feeling a lot of love for my fellow man.
I believed that regardless of all the nonsense
that was going on, the system still worked,
and our frailties and foibles are part of the
reason. Any true student of Rock & Roll will
at some point come to the realization that it
is our imperfections that make us all
individuals. Thinking of the big picture as a
grand design concept, it is astounding how
wonderfully complex the balance of energy
is; how infinite and self perpetuating. Amidst
this soup of probability, circumstance and
precognitive intent, perfectly flawed is the
best one could hope for.
TAKETH AWAY
Written in the wake of the loss of someone
close - closer to others close to me than to
me personally perhaps. I have known very
little of such loss, and fear then day when
those whom I love most will reach the end of
their line and begin moving on. A blessing
indeed, and yet another inspirational
element that leaves me living in the moment
- - - For you, Jake.
SNOWMAN
If you stand outside our New Hampshire
home and let out a hoot, there is a lovely
three dimensional reverberation that occurs
from the uniquely classic architecture of the
neighborhood in which Juju and I reside. It’s
a sign of the times that this little crossroad
would have once been the stuff of classic
childhood - children playing and dogs
lounging in the street where nary a car would
go by, and a winter wonderland when the
snow falls. Nowadays, it’s all grownups, and
always quiet, people keeping to themselves nice, but ... yep, a sign of the times. I tried
to get inside of the hood of the child on this
one, which I wrote for Juju as inspired by the
Raymond Briggs tale. That’s the Polar
Express train at the end, and our local church
bell chiming on a cold and blustery winter
evening.
GOT MY LIFE BACK AGAIN
The tale behind this song is that one day I
was speaking to a friend of mine who had
recently lost her job due to the so-called
recession that our government and financial
institutions had sold the public. She seemed
fine with it and kept going on about how
great it would be to “get her life back again”.
I began musing on the concept - how does
one lose one’s life and get it back again? As
I applied my “high powered perception to
myself”, it came all too quickly clear. A four
minute autobiography. As I have spent the
last 10+ years to varied degrees embroiled in
the task of creating this work, never a day
has gone by where I failed to acknowledge

A few words about mastering . . .
legend has it, when Bruce Springsteen was brought the master of
AS
Born To Run, reputedly in some motel room on Long Island, after all
those grueling, hours, days, weeks and months in the studio crafting the

its existence as unfinished business. And, as
thankful as I am for all the kind folks who
have continuously peppered me with the
question “When’s the new CD coming out”
in all its possible paraphrasement, I will be
glad to be free of the anxiety, the guilt, the
humility, the exhausting resignation, and the
onset of depression that has so consistently
accompanied my response of ...“It’s coming”.
At long last it is here. At long last it is done.
It has been so long since I last looked to the
future, to tomorrow, to today, and not had
this thing that I HAD TO DO. When I
wrote this song it was a commentary on my
objective perspective of current life & times
.. but as I sit here tap-tapping away these
final words, I see it now subjectively.
Today I have no to do’s ... today I am free
to choose ... tomorrow I may start something
new, but for now, and until then,
I got my life back again.

and a musical intuition that reflected well in
his playing. I have always been a big fan of
the bass. Many a time I would put this song
on and just listen to Rob play . One of my
fondest memories of him was a time when
we were driving together on a beautiful
Autumn day, heading to a gig at New
England College, driving by one of those
expansive roadside grassy hills, windows
open and all of a sudden Rob shouts “Man
It’s good to be alive today!” .. totally took
me by surprise. On to other places & times.
Happy trails mi compadre’.
Organ & Harp: Dave Johnston ~ Dave
and I were the essential founders of this
band. One loud crowded night at Bun’s he
and I got to talking and he said that he was
thinking he wanted to play the organ. To me
that was when this band started, and we
lasted a couple of years. Dave was a moody
sort, always seemingly deep in thought, and
played with the calm assertion of a fine
Here endeth the Official Program: “Eleven”
bluesman. His harp solo in this tune is
perfectly intoned, and captured the moment
ONE MAN SHOW
exactly as I had hoped - in one take.
This is the last of the ‘from the vault’ songs Percussion: Frankie Liuzza ~ I’ve known
recorded by the last band I ever formed ... a
Frankie since childhood; we played together
holdover that I felt was just too good to leave in high school. I suppose we didn’t really
to the dust.I suppose it is a misnomer on the need a percussionist, but Frankie was the sort
back of the CD where it says “all songs ....”
that was always moving forward, always had
by me. The cast of characters on this
something up his sleeve, and always positive
particular recording are:
in his thinking. This is incredibly valuable ..
ME: (of course) Acoustic guitar, electric
and he was also, is also, a great guy, one of
guitar, vocals and percussion
my closest life-long friends. Frankie’s
Piano: Jeremy Brown ~ one time my
contribution to this recording was a bit of
brother-in-arms, exquisite pianist of natural
maracas shaking ... no easy task - try it
talent who’s musical sensibility and taste
sometime.
coincided with mine more than any other
Slide Guitar: Marshall Berenson ~ a true
musician with whom I have ever played. His rock star .. Keith incarnate ... his slithy tovish
low-end approach to rhythm piano and my
counter-melodies slink their way beautifully
acoustic guitar entwine as beautifully as our
through the flow of this tune, like glue,
joint vision of music in general.
weaving the sprawl of the arrangement
Drums: Norm Hartley ~ the gentle soul,
together. Together we were coconspirators
always easy to get along with, but never
of this band’s possible future and ultimate
short on acerbic wit or cynicism when
demise.
appropriate. Was a roommate for a while RECORDED ON 8-TRACK IN MY BASEMENT,
that was fun. I just love Norm’s groove
1991 as THE SUBTERRANEANS
especially in the the breakdown section.
DEVIL naked
There is both urgency and relaxation in his
I set out to write something deep, and
playing that is hard to resist, even harder to
wound up with a barroom singalong. This
achieve.
song seemed to me so pure in it’s form, so
Bass: Rob Jefferies ~ Rob was a musician
classic a traditional folk ditty, that along with
cut of classic cloth who ran with a crowd I
my embellishment, in keeping with the sound
rarely encountered - one of the many Boston I heard in my head, the vision I simply HAD
subcultures, there were so many of those to follow, I thought it deserved a more
who made Bunratty’s their own private
traditional reading. So here it is again,
clubhouse. Even in the after hours there was without all the bru-ha-ha ... just the melody,
a distinction amongst the common crowd and the words, the guitar, and a little bass to flesh
Rob was always .. well, over there. It was a out the low end, and nothing more ... naked.
bit of thrill that he even found my tunes
As I began the process of listening to this
interesting, let alone something of which he
entire CD as a whole, for flow, for
wanted to be a part. But there is no better
comparative criticism, for a big picture view
way I know to get to know someone than to
of the final creation, after the last fading note
be in a band with ‘em, and the opportunity to of the final song I kept letting it loop around,
get to know Rob that closely was a pleasure - so I decided to let first also be last.
beneath the exterior so well suited to his
surroundings was a big heart, a sharp mind
Call it a “Devil Sandwich”.

etchings shallow enough so this would not happen - BUT - by shaving off
the peaks - or points of higher volume, dynamics or intensity - of the music,
the softer and gentler moments were too soft or altogether inaudible ...
hence the process was further augmented allow for the ‘bringing up’ the
volume, dynamics and intensity of the softer moments as well. This
most desperately perfect version of his vision he could muster with his band ‘evening out’ of the overall finished product allowed for the best possible
of brother-thieves, he hated it so much he threw it in the pool.
rendition of all the various aspects of a piece to be read and etched onto
Why, you ask?
the disc without creating any grooves that would cause the needle to leap
Mastering, in our current time, is portrayed as a mystical process by
off the record. Thus we have a recording that would be playable, and
which the mastering engineer employs some form of audio voodoo, using
hence, sellable.
tools far too sophisticated for any but the most elite of technicians to
With digital technology, that particular process became obsolete, as the
understand, takes your music and makes it sound the best it can possibly
necessity for keeping the needle on the record no longer exists. The chore
sound in the widest variety of listening environments. This means your
now is to exact upon the music a vast array of analysis software that reads
music will sound equally good through headphones of any quality, speakers many various aspects of the recorded music in terms of frequency, phase
of any size, listening spheres of any possible dispersement, from iphones to cancellation, stereo field enhancement, Root-Mean-Square normalization,
walkmen to department stores to tv shows, movie theaters, in your car, in
and a whole host of other things that I assure you I DO NOT understand,
your bathroom, elevators, hi-tek disco grunge nightclubs, and anywhere
in order that the music plays LOUD, and sounds good on all playback
else it may be played. ( In many of these places I’m not sure I would want systems. This process by the modern industry standard, requires an
my music to be played; “nonsense!”, “blasphemy!”, say the industry pundits excellent set of ears, the most absolute pristine of acoustic listening
- a topic for a whole different discussion. )
environments, and obnoxiously expensive gear that I’ll never be able to
The origin of mastering is quite different. Originally music was recorded
afford.
by playing in the vicinity of a microphone, which ‘heard’ the music by means
I have been through the mastering process 4 times.
of a diaphragm - a thin sheet of substance inside the mic that reacted to
On Last Hard Road, I did it with a fellow named Dave Karahalis, who’s
the sound by vibrating much like the human ear. These vibrations were
name came to me by a random recommendation. For 300 bucks, we sat
transferred mechanically to a cutting needle, or “stylus”, which vibrated the together in a room, played each song, discussed what could be done to
same way as the diaphragm, while sitting on a soft, regularly rotating disc
improve it, and utilizing some pretty average gear, archaic today, smoothing
made of a lacquer coating, pliable but able to hold it’s modified form, over
out the rougher edges of the music in one final dash to its final resting
some solid substance - glass, cardboard, - and the vibrations of the needle
form. It was fun and educational, and I still like the way that CD sounds,
would etch a complex pattern onto the disc. When a similar needle, lighter
although I couldn’t put my finger on the exact changes we made, nor am
than the one that did the etching while hooked up to the mic, was then
I convinced that we knew what we were doing.
allowed to run over the grooves etched into the disc by the “cutting needle”
On Nobody, I enlisted, or rather welcomed, the ears and mind of my
while hooked up to a megaphone, precursor to the speaker, you would hear good friend Jay Williston in the recording and mixing of the music, and on
the music played back, as being ‘read’ by the needle into the megaphone.
his recommendation, took it to Jonathan Wyner of MWorks - the “best
These grooves were called “tracks” because they were in fact tracks made
around” - to master. In this process, Jay and I were mere observers, as
by the cutting needle on the disc, hence the term “cutting a track” meaning Mr. Weiner did the whole thing on headphones, dialing in the tunes, leaping
a to record song on a record. With the advent of electronics, amplification
about from one interesting piece of gear to another, two handedly twisting
devices, and paper coned speakers, the process remained the same but
knobs that clicked, letting out bleats and whoops from time to time, and
became louder. With magnetic tape, the music was able to be recorded in a occasionally speaking to us in that “talking too loud because you’re wearing
more permanent, storable fashion, and magnetic tape allowed for
headphones” voice. Ten hours and a thousand bucks later it was done and
“post-production” - or mixing and manipulating the recorded sounds after
there you have it. While it was very entertaining to watch, I know even
the fact, bringing volume up and adding articulation to the quality of the
less about what he did, or whether it sounds better for it .. but I believe.
sound using equalizers and compressors, morphing it into a more interesting
On Windmills Are Coming, (recorded live in concert), which Jay recorded
and palatable, some would say more realistic, form.
for me, with me, we went to my friend’s well equipped professional studio
The trouble introduced by these enhancements, was that when this final, for mastering but because they had absolutely no idea what they were
more dynamic form of the recording was etched onto the lacquer disc, the
doing, I ended up scrapping the mastering altogether and releasing
etchings were so intense as to cause the needle to jump right off the
it “unmastered”. I particularly love the way that CD sounds just like it
record, rendering the disc ‘unplayable’. Hence a new step was devised to
sounded when it was played, when played at the "live" volume. And proud
take the more dynamic recording and to edge down the peaks to keep the
was I when Jay concurred that no mastering was necessary.

i

On Professional Stranger, I had the duplication outfit do their in-house
mastering. I do believe that that CD benefitted more from mastering than
all the others.
So, when the time came to finalize this work, I decided to go that route
again; to have the in-house mastering lab at the duplication center master
the cd. All done online nowadays. I filled out a lengthy questionnaire, my
answers filled with witty, sometimes pithy bandying about of tech terms and
lauding nods to their experience, expertise, and good judgement, all while
laying down the terms by which I wanted my music enhanced in ways
which I was unable. What I got back, 3 days later, was my music with all
the life squashed out of it. Every subtlety I had worked so hard to evoke
slaughtered in sacrificial rite to the loudness gods. Yes , it was loud, but
that was all I could say about it.
In this process you are allowed to approve or reject each proof they send
so I promptly rejected the proof, requesting that they forget all of my
suggestions, and to please do NOTHING to the music other than to make it
a little louder, thinking that this could be done without any other
processing. Again, the proof was squashed beyond any semblance of my
original mix. I rejected again and this time was approached by the Project
Manager, personally addressing my concerns, who set me up to a phone
conversation with the Mastering Engineer. Now, Juju, ever the cynic, when
hearing that this was all being done over the internet, and being one who
works in an internet based industry, snorted and said that my project was
probably being farmed out to India or some third world country .. I said “No
No, these guys are in Pennsylvania”, so imagine my surprise when I got the
engineer on the phone only to find that he spoke with an definite accent.
Now, I know this alone does not impugn them to this likelihood, but at my
then level of frustration, it did not help. We had a brief conversation in
which the engineer admitted to using processing where I definitively
expressed none be used, and in one final effort, instructed him to merely
make the music a few dB louder with no added effect. Still, back it came
with all the little things I had come to love squished out.
In fact, the process of hating their attempts to master this cd resulted in
my recognizing just how much I liked my own mixes, and so, I opted to
release this music in it’s original un-mastered form. Therefore, while what
you hear sounds exactly like I want it to sound, it will probably play a bit
quieter than your other CDs ... you might have to turn it up a bit.
Interestingly, all amplifiers, even solid state amps, have a sweet spot at
about 2/3 there loudest volume potential, where they just about reach their
distortion threshold, and as a result, everything is tweaked just enough to
add a little extra oomph to the bass, a little extra twinkle to the high end,
and a fuller body in the midrange. It is at this volume that my slightly
quieter than normal CD settles in. At this setting , other CDs will be too
loud, but I think this one is just right. I am hoping it will work to an
advantage.
You can let me know.

Joel Cage
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